
Lloyd Ltd. NEWCASTLE and BISHOP AUCKLAND

Your local professional  
groundcare machinery 
specialists.

Representing many of the leading manufacturers of professional groundcare  
machinery, at Lloyd Ltd we are here to help you find the right equipment for 
your needs. From estate management to sports fields, gardening contractors to  
local councils, our wide range of quality products, flexible funding solutions and  
expert aftersales service provide the ideal support for our customers whatever 
their groundcare needs. 

This brochure showcases some of the many products we can offer,  so if you would like 
more information on any of these products or ones to meet other groundcare needs, 
please contact your local Lloyd Ltd Groundcare Sales Specialists.



TORO Greensmaster Mowers 3400, 3420 Triflex 

Tool-free, quick-change cutting units.

The all-new TORO Greensmaster TriFlex mowers were designed to take precision cutting to a 
completely new level. Adopting the proven Flex suspension, the cutting units float freely over  
contours and undulations of the green resulting in a superior quality of cut and aftercut  
appearance. Improved serviceability is another major advantage of the new TriFlex models. 
The tool-free, quick-change cutting units make servicing fast and easy, and a lift-gate footrest 
provides easy access to the centre cutting unit.

The suspension system maintains full floatation range to  
prevent gouging or scalping when going over  
undulations. Superior contour-following capability utilises  
an integrated “Flex” linkage system to allow cutting units  
to pivot around the centre of the front roller to master  
undulations and prevent side-to-side scrubbing of the  
putting surface. The suspension system is designed to  
provide a slight lift to the inside of the cutting units  
during turns to deliver a consistently level cut and to  
reduce “triplex ring” for improved playability and  
turf health.

TORO Reelmaster Mowers 3575, 5010-H and 5510 

Reelmasters can be configured to meet all mowing applications.

The Reelmaster 5610 is designed to deliver the performance you’ve come to expect from TORO. 
Built to handle the heavy work-load pass after pass and year after year, the turbo engines  
provide the muscle to get the job done with power to spare. The 5610 comes with the larger  
7-inch/178mm diameter 8- or 11-blade cutting units as standard. Available in standard two- 
wheel-drive or add on the CrossTrax all-wheel-drive system.

Precision-machined cutting units maintain levelness and hold adjustments.  
Dual Precision Adjustment (DPA) allows quick bedknife to reel adjustment.  
Harder reel and bedknife steel retain a sharp edge up to three times  
longer to minimise the need for and frequency of adjustments,  
backlapping and grinding, leading to healthier turf that stays green.

TORO Groundsmaster Rough Mowers 4300/4500/4700 

Groundsmasters deliver unsurpassed performance and value.

Is wider better? 
That’s like asking if more productivity is better. The Groundsmasters with the Smart Power  
feature answer with a resounding yes, in the form of an awe-inspiring 381cm/12.5-feet width of 
cut, powered by a 55Hp/41.1kW turbo-diesel Yanmar engine that lets you mow up to 8.9 acres 
per hour/3.6 ha/hr.
Add in floating Contour Plus cutting units, full-time bi-directional  
four-wheel drive and the innovative Smart CoolTM system, and you
have productivity and performance no other mowers can touch.

Want to raise operator productivity? 
Put your operators in control of their own comfort.  
Start with a TORO Air Ride seat and armrests that adjust  
for individual preferences, a steering tower that quickly tilts  
for optimum fit, and electronic controls that are easy to  
access from the seat arm. Throw in plenty of  
storage space behind the seat, and your  
operators will be ready to go  
the distance.
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TORO Workman HDX-4WD

Providing durability, excellent driving performance and versatility.

The Workman® HDX 4WD vehicle provides total payload capacity of 2,835lbs. (1,289kg). The 
automatic, on-demand, bi-directional four-wheel-drive traction system provides additional  
traction when needed without operator action. Independent front suspension consisting of two 
double A-frames with opposing dual coil springs and dual shock absorbers provides 5.75in. (14.6 
cm) of front suspension travel. 
Rear suspension design consists of a DeDion rear axle and dual independent leaf springs and 
shock absorbers to provide 3in. (7.6cm) of rear travel. Benefits include operator comfort, safety, 
reduced operator fatigue, productivity and efficiency gains.
The Workman can perform a variety of work tasks beyond hauling and towing with  
attachments such as a 200-gallon (757-litre) Sprayer, Vicon Spreader, 1/3 Vertical Platform Lift, 
Patriot Aerial Lift and Topdressers. 
Numerous accessories enhance versatility including canopy,  
folding windshield, various light kits, deluxe hard cab,  
various flatbeds, four-post ROPS, automatic tailgate  
release, rear PTO and others.

TORO ProPass 200 and MH400 

Accurate and versatile.

The TORO ProPass 200 broadcast-style topdresser delivers extremely accurate spread patterns 
from ultra-light dustings to ultra-heavy aeration hole filling applications without any guesswork. 
A wireless controller provides the easiest method to set and control the spread functions. 
Available in both a utility vehicle-mounted version and a towed version.
Series Models:
ProPass 200 - Bed-Mounted or Tow-Behind
ProPass 200 - Bed-Mounted or Tow-Behind with Wireless Controller

The new Toro MH-400 delivers high performance and versatility to tackle a wide array of 
jobs at any facility. The wireless controller provides the easiest method to set and control the 
spread functions. Choose one or both of the cross conveyor and twin spinner to help you 
reduce labour, save time and cut operating costs.

TORO ProCore 648 

Higher productivity while easy and safe to operate.

From the innovative wheels within the coring path to the large 122cm/48-inch aeration swath, 
there’s nothing ordinary about the ProCore 648 aerator. 
Years of research, customer input, testing and attention-to-detail went into making the 
ProCore 648 the most productive and efficient walking aerator on the market.
The ProCore 648 allows you to aerate more areas in one day with the 122cm/48-inch  
aerating swath and clean-up is easier and less labour-intensive resulting in less time.

To give the ProCore 648 its uncommonly smooth operation, the action of the tine arms is  
modelled on a six-cylinder car engine. The arms work in pairs to counterbalance the coring action. 
This precise configuration virtually eliminates hopping, rocking and unnecessary vibration.
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TORO Groundsmaster Wide-Area Mower 4000

The strongest most productive 3.4m mower available today.

The Groundsmaster 4000-D is the strongest most productive 11’ (3.4m) mower available today. 
With the Kubota turbo-charged, 58hp (43.3kw), diesel engine you can quickly mow through a  
variety of cutting conditions. The 4000-D has the rare ability to mow a zero-degree uncut circle  
without the use of wheel brakes.

In addition to effectively mowing a 62” to 11’ (157.5cm to 3.4m) swath with its fast wing lifts,  
the Groundsmaster 4000-D/4010-D offers incredibly tight trimming capabilities. It allows you 
to trim how you want with one, two, or all three decks engaged, depending on the situation. 
The 4000-D/4010-D also features a unique, patent-pending,  
parallel hydraulic traction system in forward and reverse that  
makes it much easier to trim around a tree or object without  
scuffing even while traversing a hill.
The impressive trimming capability means you can get around  
even the smallest object. The rare ability to mow a  
0” uncut circle - without wheel brakes - allows you to  
easily mow striping patterns without leaving any  
grass uncut.  
Smooth turning is made possible by a tight  
55.5” (141cm) wheelbase and an inner, rear-steering  
turning angle of 53.5 degrees

TORO High Output 5-Unit Mower T4240

High output, versatile mower for open or confined spaces.

The T4240 is a high output mower able to compete with tractor-drawn gangmowers in large open 
areas, yet has the versatility to be used in confined spaces as either a triple, or a five unit machine. 
Excellent all-round visibility from the seating position allows cutting up to obstacles and helps 
ensure a safer operation.

The T4240 has two switchable modes (road/work) to suit the different traction  
requirements for grass surfaces and for road surfaces. 
Road mode gives a gentle four-wheel drive traction which minimises tyre wear and  
is suitable for road surfaces. 
Work mode gives superior four-wheel drive traction for loose or soft surfaces  
and also enables the use of the hydraulic differential lock for traction  
in extreme conditions.

The option of a fully-glazed all-weather ROPS  
certified cab, gives maximum visibility and a  
safe comfortable working environment  
in all weathers.
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TORO Commercial Triple Flail Mower LT-F3000

Specifically designed to save you time and money.

The NEW Triple Flail Mower LT-F3000 is a true game changer.

Designed to meet the challenges presented by restricted budgets, and increasing demands 
of maintaining both short and long grass, the LT-F3000 delivers superior productivity, lower  
operating costs, easy servicing and maximum usability. This unique machine is the ideal choice for 
you to increase the length of time between cuts whilst retaining a premium finish. 
It has been specifically designed to save you both time and money.

The robust design and impressive durability ensure it is a machine you can  
always rely on. Easy to clean, maintain and service, offering greater  
ground contour following and simple operation, the LT-F3000 can be  
used in all groundcare environments. 

Parklands, playing fields, roadside verges, housing estates  
and schools are just some of the areas it can tackle. 

If you need to increase productivity, work within budget  
constraints and retain high-levels of versatility, the  
LT-F3000 is now the only serious choice.



TORO Commercial Triple Reel Mower LT3340 

For light trimming to mowing dense, overgrown areas.

Building on a long-standing legacy, the high-quality design and robust heavy-duty construction 
will meet the most demanding of environments whilst the range of high-performance, commercial 
specification cutting units – offered in two different diameters and with numerous blade  
configurations – will provide the perfect finish every time. 
From light trimming to mowing dense, overgrown areas, the LT3340 can be tailored to suit your 
mowing application.

Available in two cutting diameters, the proven and reliable Mk.3 cutting  
unit ensures a perfect finish and distribution whilst withstanding the  
rigours of a commercial application. 
The 200mm unit is available with a choice of either 4, 6, 8 or 10  
blades and is suited to finer applications such as  
sports/playing fields and school grounds. 

Available with a floating head option, they offer the  
ideal solution for terrain where excellent contour  
following is essential – without compromising  
the after-cut appearance.

TORO Groundsmaster Zero-Turn Mower 7210 

For mowing, snow removal, grooming fields and blowing leaves.

The Groundsmaster 7210 is a zero-turn rotary mower rugged enough to be called a  
Groundsmaster. Powerful Kubota 35hp (26kw), 3-cylinder, liquid-cooled turbo diesel engines get 
the job done well. Durable heavy-duty 7-gauge welded deck construction and the industry’s  
toughest spindle assembly provide long life. Use the Groundsmaster 7210 for more than mowing 
with the added versatility for removing snow, grooming infields and blowing leaves. 

Groundsmaster 7210 Models can be configured with one of the following decks:

• 183cm side discharge (model 30363),

• 183cm base deck (model 30464) which can be set up as either  
 a rear discharge deck or Guardian Recycler deck,

• 152cm side discharge deck (model 30468),  
 or  
• 158cm base deck (model 30465) which can be set up as  
 either a rear discharge deck or Guardian Recycler deck.
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TORO Commercial Triple Reel Mower CT2240

The ideal solution for restricted areas or limited manoeuvrability.

The New CT2240 compact reel mower provides the ideal solution to mowing operations in areas 
of restricted access and limited manoeuvrability. 
Featuring a narrow 138cm transport width, the CT is ideally suited where narrow access, gates 
and bollards prove to be an issue. With a cutting width of 212cm and independent cutter head lift, 
productivity remains at its optimum. 
The four-wheel-drive configuration is standard, and the CT2240 comes  
equipped with a lower-height ROPS frame reducing machine height  
to 212cm. 
The new design features improved cutter units and transmission  
performance. It is equipped with the proven Mk3 200mm  
cutting units in numerous blade configurations, providing  
flexibility to suit the mowing environment. 

Optional LSDL (Limited Slip Differential Lock) and  
full weather cab are available.



KUBOTA Compact Tractors BX/B/STW Series 

The first machine in its class to offer an air-conditioned cab.

Ideal for a multitude of tasks from implement and trailer work to mowing, spraying and 
front loader work, B-Series compact tractors feature a hydraulic independent PTO  
system and fully hydrostatic power-steering for optimum efficiency and ease of use. 
Selectable four-wheel-drive comes as standard across the range, with cruise control  
fitted to all HST models, promoting both operator comfort and productivity. 
The B30 Series offers outstanding agility, with all models featuring Kubota’s hydraulic  
bi-speed turn to reduce dramatically turf damage and enable even tighter turning circles. 
Boasting Kubota’s innovative ETVCS engine technology, the B30 Series emits fewer harmful 
pollutants and is exceptionally fuel-efficient. 
The B30 Series’ impressive ergonomic design ensures smooth operation, reducing your  
workload and improving efficiency. 
The first machine in its class to offer an air-conditioned cab, the B30 Series’ factory cab has 
been designed to be conducive to efficient use,  
providing the driver with the comfort, visibility  
and ease of use required for daily operation.
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KUBOTA Out-Front Ride-On Mower F3890 

The most powerful out-front Kubota mower.

Built for the heaviest of workloads and even the most demanding of jobs are made effortless with the 
Kubota F3890 mower. With a 38hp engine, the F3890 Mower is the most powerful outfront mower 
in the Kubota range. 

The F3890 Mower is ideal for mowing large areas quickly  
and with four-wheel-drive as standard the F3890 can  
handle slopes and slippery conditions while other  
two-wheel-drive machines would struggle. 
The F3890 is meticulously designed for varied and  
demanding day-long commercial mowing  
operations.
Robust, highly manoeuvrable and extremely  
versatile, the F3890 delivers exceptional  
performance and is ideal for a wide range of  
applications. Advanced features ensure  
maintenance is quick and easy - a tilt-up hood, easy-to-clean  
integrated radiator screen and a dual element air filter,  
maintenance couldn’t be simpler.
Kubota’s unique deck suspension and weight transfer system  
ensure the mower blades are kept in perfect alignment with  
the ground.

KUBOTA Mid-Range Tractors L-Series 

Consistent performance for economical year-round working.

From maintaining your property to commercial landscaping and small farm operations, the 
Kubota mid-sized L-Series tractor range offers powerful performance, outstanding versatility and  
exceptional economy year round. 
Well known for their reliability and fully backed by Lloyd Ltd’s service support network, you are in 
capable hands with an L-Series tractor, providing you with years of dependable and problem-free 
use. 
Available with performance-matched front loader, backhoe and a variety of attachments to suit 
every application.



KUBOTA Ride-On Mower GR1600-II 

High-performance features to leave you with a beautiful lawn.

The GR1600-II is an extremely comfortable machine to operate and work in. With a full-flat deck 
allowing for more legroom and an Easy Checker dashboard that provides you with the important 
information clearly and precisely, Kubota have taken care to ensure the operator’s needs are taken 
care of with this machine. 
There is a large 18-litre fuel tank requiring fewer stops for refuelling, while the engine itself requires 
no special maintenance during the off-season. Hydrostatic transmission makes the GR1600-II 
easily controllable with a single foot pedal and allows for a maximum travel speed of 10km/h.
With a high performance 42-inch mower deck based on the  
design of Kubota’s professional-grade machines  
but with user-friendly operation, impressive  
commercial-grade results are within your  
reach. 
The grass collector is a generous 370 litres  
and can be dumped with a light touch, as well  
as removed and replaced with an optional  
rear deflector.  
An electronic sensor signals when the  
collector needs to be emptied.

KUBOTA Ride-On Mower GR2120-II 

Manoeuvrable and powerful.

The semi-professional Kubota GR2120 tractor is a 21hp, three-cylinder diesel engine machine 
boasting a number of performance-enhancing features over the smaller GR1600. Designed 
for home and estate owners who require a diesel tractor capable of handling a wider and more 
demanding range of grass cutting conditions.
All-wheel drive for outstanding traction across all surfaces, wet and dry, together with enhanced 
safety on slopes. These tractors also have Kubota’s revolutionary Glide Steer system which 
cuts power automatically to the inside rear wheel when the turning angle reaches 70 degrees. 
The extremely tight turning circle provided by Glide Steer on full lock produces an  
uncut circle of grass measuring just 110cm, a very  
impressive figure for a machine with four  
driven wheels.
Other features unique to the  
semi-professional GR2120 include a  
1.22m (48”) width of cut from three rotating  
blades, a hydraulically-powered deck lift,  
power steering, a 450-litre capacity grass  
collector and suspension seat.
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KUBOTA Ride-On Mowers G-Series 

Exceptional power and efficiency for day-long mowing.

Enhanced with power, precision and agility, the tough G-Series puts professional results  
within easy reach. Boasting a 20.5-litre fuel tank, the G26 II, with its 25.5hp Kubota  
3-cylinder ETVCS water-cooled diesel engine, offers exceptional power and efficiency for  
day-long mowing operations. 
The G26 II comes with a 137cm/54inch cutting width and the 150mm/6inch maximum lift 
height gives excellent ground clearance for climbing obstacles such as curbs. 
Standard features include easy-to-use HST transmission, a top speed of  
17kph, as well as full hydrostatic power steering, thus reducing  
operator fatigue. 
The G26 II is equipped with differential lock, cruise control, a heavy-duty  
front axle and hydraulic PTO, which allow the machine to work  
longer but not harder.  
For added operator comfort and convenience,  
the G26 II incorporates a high-back  
suspension seat.  
High tip available. 
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NEW HOLLAND T4 Powerstar Series Tractor

Outstanding productivity in a compact package.

The upgraded three-model T4 PowerStar range has been designed to take operator comfort 
to a whole new level. 
With 58hp to 75hp(CV) on tap, even the most demanding users will be able to sit back and 
relax in this, a truly New Holland tractor. Fully compliant with the even more stringent Tier-4B 
emissions regulations, you can save fuel and improve performance with efficient Common 
Rail engines. 
From distinctive styling to responsive performance, the T4 PowerStar is a key member of your 
machinery family.
If you are looking for a tractor that offers you outstanding  
productivity in a compact package, then the T4 PowerStar  
is the natural choice. 
Advanced Common Rail engines deliver precise fuelling  
for unbeatable responsive performance and  
improved fuel efficiency. The range’s power  
curve is flat between 1900 and 2100rpm for  
sustained power during demanding  
operations. An outstanding power-to- 
weight ratio of a mere 30.4kg/hp(CV),  
further enhances fuel economy.  
Performance. Guaranteed.

NEW HOLLAND T5 Utility Tractor

Designed to be the ultimate all-rounder.

The T5 range has been designed to be the ultimate all-rounder. New Holland listened and 
drew on the T5000 range’s heritage and updated it. Whether it is doing loader work, working 
with front or rear-mounted implements or travelling down the road, the T5 delivers premium 
features in a compact package. 
A multitude of customisable options from transmissions to engines, when combined with  
engine speed management and best-in-class fuel consumption, make the T5 a winning 
package. Equipped with a Tier 4A-compliant FPT Industrial F5C engine,  
the T5 delivers efficient power when required.
The entry-level 12x12 Synchro Shuttle transmission  
offers traditional robust operation with positive direction 
changes. The 12x12 Hydraulic Powershuttle delivers  
ergonomic fingertip direction changes without  
letting go of the steering wheel. The Split  
Command transmission is the choice for  
operators who need to fine-tune speed to  
adjust it for every operation. The new  
24x24 Dual Command transmission  
features a Hi-Lo Splitter powershift  
that delivers outstanding efficiency and  
a tailored shuttling performance. 

NEW HOLLAND Boomer 25/30/35/40/50

Easy to use and highly efficient.

New Holland’s Boomer Compact Tractors are the ultimate power tools for horticulture and  
agriculture applications, homeowners, rural lifestylers, landscapers, golf courses, municipal 
applications and hobby farmers. 

Responsive, efficient and comfortable, they’re built to make your jobs easier. Available in six 
models, with power output from 23 to 47hp, Boomer tractors give you big-tractor reliability 
wrapped in a compact, manoeuvrable package. They’re loaded with features that keep you 
comfortable while saving you time and money.

Whether you need to mow the lawn, top a paddock,  
dig a drain, cultivate the garden,  
clean a stable yard or install a fence,  
Boomer tractors are for you.  
These tractors make it easy to  
change implements so you can  
move quickly from job to job.

All models offer Independent,  
Electro hydraulic 540rpm rear PTO 
and Category-1 three-point hitch.



ETESIA Pro 46 Evolution, Duocut 46 & 53, Pro 53 & Biocut 53

Mow with or without collection in all conditions.

Our range of Etesia pedestrian mowers.

ETESIA Pro 46 Evolution PKCTM
The new Pro 46 professional mower is extremely versatile and is capable of mowing with or 
without collection in all conditions, or allowing high-quality mulching.

The new ETESIA Duocut 46 and 53 family of three-in-one mowers
The new Duocut mowers are extremely versatile and are capable of mowing with or  
without collection in all conditions, or allowing high-quality mulching. And they do all that with 
no need for an accessory.

ETESIA Pro 53
The unique transmission with two hydraulic engines offers  
you great handling and slope performance unrivalled in its  
category. The innovative mowing deck and blade design on  
the Pro53 combines professional quality cutting, collecting and  
mulching in a single machine.

ETESIA Biocut 53
Efficient even in long grass, the powerful, high-performance  
mower Biocut 53 ensures a quick, clean, environmentally- 
friendly cut. The mulching cover can be removed to convert the  
Biocut 53 into a highly-efficient mower for tall and wet grass.Pro 53

Biocut 53
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Hydro

ETESIA Buffalo BPHP and Hydro H124/H144

Mow up to 19,000m2 per hour.

Buffalo

Buffalo: The New Force!
Fitted with a 100cm overlapping cutting deck and a 20hp three-cylinder diesel engine, it has a 
higher hourly mowing output of up to 12,000m2 per hour, and an unequalled power-to-weight  
ratio. Above all, it represents excellent value for money, both for the initial purchase and for use.
The efficiency of the cutting system of the new Buffalo 100 allows professionals to work faster 
(up to 12km/h in optimal mowing conditions) and to improve productivity and output on wet 
grass, or in the rain. The Buffalo 100 ride-on mower is fitted with a built-in grass collector with 
a capacity of 600 litres, and the hydraulic emptying system is controlled from the driver’s seat.

Hydro: A World Apart
The Hydro 124D is the first mower that combines direct rear-ejection, 
intregrated collection and high-lift emptying (patented). All features  
that make it one of the most highly efficient machines on the  
market, designed to mow up to 19,000m2 per hour.  
H124B is a Bio version, using B30 petrol (30% ester of biomass  
and 70% diesel) and biodegradable oils and greases.
Cutting deck with rear ejection to give a quality finish with  
excellent collection even in long and wet grass.
Grass capacity: 600l/100kg.

PELLENC Petrol performance …without the petrol

Committed to the environment.

Thanks to its strategy of innovation, and after many years of research, Pellenc has  
replaced the ‘old’ combustion engines with a brand-new electrical technology which 
combines an electric motor and a revolutionary battery.

The patented electric motors, with an unrivalled power-to-weight ratio, develop an 
extraordinary power output with unequalled durability. Combined with the ultra-high-capacity 
lithium-ion batteries, professionals can work much better than with the old combustion-engine 
tools, in particularly optimum conditions.

Light, odourless, noise-free, with no starting problems and no filling the fuel tank, your old 
petrol chainsaw, hedge trimmer or brush cutter will seem to belong to the past. Pellenc has 
overtaken most of the manufacturers of tools for maintenance of parks and gardens thanks to 
the innovations of its Research and Development department.

You contribute to reducing the consumption of fossil fuels whilst increasing your productivity 
and cost effectiveness. This is the whole paradox, but also the strength of Pellenc’s products: 
you are more active towards the environment while improving the working conditions and 
reducing your expenses.

In fact, the energy cost proposed by Pellenc is fifty times less than the cost usually noted with 
combustion-engine tools. The company has already won several medals, but they consider 
their best reward to be the enthusiasm of their customers. Pellenc already provides you with all 
the advantages that you could never imagine.



GKB Maintenance Machines for Sport Pitches

Sustainable machines with a positive future.

GKB Machines is part of the GKB Group. Since 1985, GKB Machines, as a separate division,
has engaged with the development of innovative maintenance machines for sports pitches.
As a family-owned company GKB Machines feels strongly about sustainability. That they 
do not just stick to words is evident from the fact that they are producing their machines as  
energy-neutral.
The GKB range of groundcare machines includes:

Combinator - Do your natural grass sport pitches not meet your requirements? With the 
Combinator you are in possession of a multi-functional fraise mowing machine. You can use 
the CombiRotor with three types of blades or chisels.

The Infill Remover works with an unique brush, which is adjustable in stiffness. In this way it 
is possible to work on both new pitches as well as on heavily-compacted ones. Dependent on 
the pitch, it is possible to remove the complete layer of infill in one operation.

The Sandspreader has been developed and produced in their Dutch, energy-neutral  
industrial plant. All materials used are of premium quality. Take for example the S355 MC steel 
and Bucher hydraulics. The choice of these derives from the experience of their contractor 
division. Their machines can take a few knocks!

With the Ecodresser you are in possession of the ultimate machine for the maintenance of 
sports pitches or golf courses. Multiple operations are combined in one. The turf is intensively 
aerated (20cm deep). At the same time as the dressing is applied to the upper layer, the sub 
layer is aerated.

Combinator Infill Remover

Ecodresser Sandspreader
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The GROUNDSMAN TMC46 turf cutter is right at the leading edge of turf cutting tech-
nology and supercedes GROUNDSMAN’S highly successful model TCDRB34. The 
TMC46 is a four-wheel-drive, high performance, precision sod cutter with the ability to 
cut very thin accurate fine turf or very thick in the rough. It has a host of features that 
set it apart from any other turf cutter.
• Safe and easy to operate
• Low operator handle vibration levels
• Effortless precision cutting in all conditions
• Four-wheel-drive
• Durable with very low maintenance

GROUNDSMAN TMC46 Turf Cutter

Versatile SnowEx utility spreaders can be used in a variety of applications thanks to 
the wide range of mounting brackets available to suit 4x4s, utility vehicles, tractors, 
forklifts, or even a trailer mount for use behind an ATV.
Ideal for councils, contractors, farmers and private estate owners, the SnowEx  
utility spreaders are simple to operate, give excellent performance and offer top  
value-for-money.

SNOWEX Vehicle-Mounted Gritter SP1575

Tractor/Truck-Mounted Sprayers

Efficient weed control.

The StarGreen range covers 200/300/400/600/800-litre mounted sprayers, and 450 and  
700-litre truck-mounted sprayers with a choice of 6/8/10-metre booms. 

The entry-level StarGreen AS200 still has the build quality, finish and high specification  
components found on the larger sprayers within the range. With manual controls as standard 
and a 200-litre tank it is ideal for spraying small areas in and around a golf course, sports turf 
and amenity areas.

The StarGreen AS300 Pro and AS400 Pro are popular compact tractor-mounted sprayers  
designed for the professional user, who will regularly spray sports and amenity turf. 
As standard they are supplied with a top specification three-cylinder diaphragm pump to  
ensure the best possible spray pattern. 

The largest sprayers in the AS tractor-mounted range, StarGreen’s AS600 
Pro and AS800 Pro - 600 and 800-litre Tractor-Mounted Amenity Sprayers  
- are for users who have large areas to maintain and want to work as  
efficiently as possible. 

The StarGreen DM450 Pro & DM700 Pro - 450 and 700-Litre Utility Vehicle 
Demount Amenity Sprayers - are designed for use with Toro Workman- 
type vehicles, so the sprayers are attached using the existing pin points 
and ram mount, which makes the sprayer easy and quick to mount and 
dis-mount.



The Park Pro 540 IX 4WD is fitted with a twin-cylinder Honda GXV 660 engine with a 
displacement of 688cc and can produce 14.7kw. This engine will power the full range 
of Stiga cutter decks with manual or electric height-adjustment control. The high-spec 
transmission system has a separate 10 litres-per-minute hydraulic pump delivering a 
full speed of 11km/h through the heavy-duty Kanzaki transaxles to the large 17” front 
and rear wheels. 

The PTO clutch is electro-magnetically  
controlled and the fuel tank capacity is a  
massive 14 litres. 

The machine is fitted with a single lever  
adjuster and a high-back comfort seat fitted onto 
parallel suspension requiring no tools to adjust 
its position.

Stiga’s unique articulated chassis design  
ensures that the rear wheels follow  
exactly in the path of the front cutter deck 
as the chassis pivots at the centre point 
of the front and rear axles, leaving you 
free to concentrate on looking forward at 
the grass that you are about to cut rather  
than worrying about the obstacles that you have 
just passed. 

Out-Front Ride-on Mower Park Pro 

Chainsaws, Trimmers, Strimmers and Blow/Vacuums

Efficient and effective power equipment.

Husqvarna’s range of petrol, battery and 
electric chainsaws is ideal for domestic 
up to heavy-duty professional use.  
They deliver lower fuel consumption and 
reduced exhaust emission levels  
in accordance with  
environmental  
regulations.

POWER 
TOOLS

ECHO’s 25.4cc brushcutters are ideal for 
light commercial use. They start  
effortlessly thanks to the Easy Start  
system. Equipped with high torque 
heads, these brushcutters have the 
same cutting power as higher capacity, 
heavier machines. Available with loop  
or bike-style  
handles.

The PB-770 is ECHO’s largest and most 
powerful backpack blower. 
It features a 63.3cc two-stroke engine 
and comes with a spring-mounted  
vibration isolation system and ergonomic 
backpack frame for enhanced operator 
comfort.

The ECHO range of twin-blade hedge 
cutters features low vibration technology 
and rotational handles for  
manoeuvrability and comfort. 
They are equipped with powerful 
engines and Easy Start technology for 
almost effortless starting. For added 
safety, throttle lock-out prevents  
accidental throttle engagement.

HONDA Self-Propelled Mowers

With hydrostatic drives and heavy-duty alloy decks, the Honda range of core 
lawn mowers is the professionals’ choice for the medium-sized or larger 
lawn. Featuring high-density alloy decks, heavy-gauge handlebar tubing with  
additional support brackets, front deck guards, handlebar cable protectors, shaft 
drives and heavy-duty gearboxes, you can be sure these mowers will meet the most  
demanding needs. 

Out-Front Ride-on Mower P525D 

The P525D is the most powerful and versatile commercial ride-on mower in the 
Husqvarna range. Suitable for all-year-round use, a wide range of attachments is  
available for this front-mounted mower enabling it to clear leaves, snow or extra-long 
grass, making it an extremely versatile machine for any professional groundcare  
company’s fleet. Highly manoeuvrable and easy to use, the P525D’s All-Wheel-Drive 
system enables it to tackle slopes with ease. Because all four of its wheels rotate  
individually, it increases the traction and stability on slopes with minimum turf damage. 
Fitted with a hydraulic lift to assist the operator in finding the service position with ease, the 
operator can perform routine maintenance and cleaning, and can change the front decked 
mower attachments without the use of tools.

The Husqvarna GX560 is a petrol-powered hover mower, designed 
to combine the manoeuvrability of a hover mower with the convenient  
mobility of a petrol one. While its petrol engine means it is by no means the 
lightest hover mower on the market, the GX560 is light enough to perform  
effectively, gliding on a cushion of air over slopes and uneven surfaces that a  
wheeled machine would be unable to tackle.

Hover Mower GX560
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ALLETT BJB42 Tractor-Mounted Scarifier

Well-proven machines for a first-class finish.

Part of Allett’s Professional Range, the BJB42 Tractor-Mounted Scarifier has a large working 
width with contra-rotating blades which make fast work of seasonal scarification and turf  
renovation. 
The standard working depth is infinitely variable, down to 20mm with standard blade spacing 
or even deeper if every other blade is removed. The machine is PTO-driven, and is able to  
implement quick and effective scarification and aeration with removed materials being  
gathered in a rear collection box. 
A tipping rear collector minimises clear-up time, saving on effort and labour costs.  
Being compatible with small tractors, the BJB42 is perfect for sports arenas or ornamental 
lawns such as football pitches, public parks, golf greens and tees.  
Its design enables scarifying, cutting lateral runners  
and root removal whilst decompacting.

ALLETT Professional Cylinder Mowers

Innovative grass-cutting solutions.

Allett continue to develop their professional mower range with the introduction of the 20-, 
24-, 30-, 34- and 42-inch cut machines. Their professional cylinder mower range comprises  
specialist mowers for golf and bowling greens, sports stadiums, cricket wickets and outfields, 
as well as public and private parks and gardens.
In addition, Allett was honoured when the Commonwealth War Graves Commission chose  
Allett mowers almost exclusively to maintain the grass within its immaculate cemeteries in 
Britain and around the world.

Today, the Allett brand of professional walk-behind cylinder mowers leads  
their various market sectors, providing users with expertly-built, reliable,  
well-proven grass-cutting machines which produce a seemingly effortless  
first-class finish to every lawn on which they are used.

Every one of Allett’s powerful, smooth-running yet quiet machines is  
supported by exceptional pre- and after-sales care and attention,  
a service the company is delighted to offer to its customers  
worldwide.

The easiest to use walk-behind.

HUSTLER Trimstar
The Hustler TrimStar is the most innovative walk-behind machine in the professional mowing 
industry. Patented H-Bar steering is the easiest-to-use walk-behind system in the field.

• Patented H-Bar steering system.
• Wide stance for increased stability.
• Superior drive system.
• Floating decks adjustable from operator’s position.
• 36”, 48” or 54” side discharge decks.
• Easy-to-operate deck lift makes deck height adjustment a breeze.

The easiest-to-use walk-behind system in the field.



HONDA ATV Quad Bikes

Reliable, powerful and professional.

Honda made the world’s first ATV in 1970. Today they are still focusing on ways to 
make them better. No matter what you need it for, a Honda ATV has the technology and  
performance you require to get your job done. And with strong build quality and  
professional support from Lloyd Ltd to rely on, your Honda ATV is sure to last you for many 
years.

HONDA Foreman ATV.  
Big loads, long days – no problem. Some days you feel like it’s all uphill.  
Lucky you’ve got the Foreman working for you.  
The low-down torque from the liquid-cooled engine  
lets you tackle the really rough terrain, as well as  
those big towing jobs. 

Experience has taught you well and  
you know one thing above all else  
– you can rely on a Honda  
Foreman ATV.

AMAZONE Groundkeeper and Profihopper 

Scarify and mow grass in one pass.

Mowing, scarifying, collecting, chopping and rolling in one pass with the AMAZONE 
Groundkeeper.
You will be won over by the Groundkeeper’s exceptional mowing and collection capacity. 
Whether you cut your grass once a week or once a year, the Groundkeeper will mow and 
collect the cuttings with continuous efficiency. 

With the new extra-strong PowerCompactor, AMAZONE has  
once again clearly increased the delivery and compacting  
capacity of the new Profihopper. 
Thanks to the PowerCompactor, not only is the operational  
performance increased but at the same time set-up and  
non-working times are reduced. 
It can be used in almost any mowing operation,  
especially in damp conditions.
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Never before has the industry seen a trailed, Tri-Deck Multicut Mower boasting  
exceptional ground contour-following capabilities, with the three decks offering the 
option of four castoring wheels for maximum manoeuvrability, front and rear rollers for 
the effect of a professional roller mower, leaving a prestigious, banded effect on fine 
turf, or a combination allowing longer grass to be tackled effectively.

WESSEX CRX Mower Deck WESSEX RMX Mower Deck

CRX 320 RMX 560

The machine you’ve been asking for.  
The most nimble and manoeuvrable Wessex mower to date.
KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Full width rollers, front and rear Precision cut and full width stripe on the turf
Rollers kept as close as possible Maximises ground contour following
Excellent floating capabilities Hugs the undulations closely
CRX Swing Tip Blades Superb cut and easy maintenance
Wide-angle PTO Tight turn capabilities for increased  
 manoeuvrability
Requires only 35hp Tractor  Economical to operate
Requires only one Spool Valve  Complements the simplest tractor
Turf tyres  Minimal turf compaction
Optional highway kit  Allows road legal towing
Simple belt tension  Quick and easy maintenance
5mm steel plate decks  Robust and durable
Easy cutting height adjustment 10 - 100mm
Tight turn
Goldcut blades
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GREENMECH Chippers and Shredders

Engineering for a greener environment.

As leading manufacturers of wood chippers, green waste shredders and multi-task  
machines, GreenMech Ltd offer you:

• High performance and easy operation.
• Low maintenance, with a complete after-sales service.

GreenMech ranges offer diversity of use and several attractive features:

• Wood chippers up to 220mm/8.5inches.
• Road-tow, tracked and PTO-driven, petrol or  
 diesel-powered models.
• Unique Disc Blade technologies.
• No-stress power control system
• Turntable options.
• High quality coatings (1,000 hour salt spray).
• Noise level reduction system.

Demonstrator available.

ELIET & AS MOTOR

Economical and ecological management of your cutting waste.

AS 940 Sherpa 4WD Ride-on Mower.

The remote-control AS 940 Sherpa Four-wheel  
redefines safety, climbing ability, and performance 
for ride-on mowers. Permanent four-wheel drive  
with limited-slip differential provides directional  
stability when traversing the slope, and optimal 
braking. A stable safety bar and low centre of  
gravity ensure maximum safety, even on  
extremely steep and demanding terrain.

ELIET Shredders.

A professional machine must have the quality that is needed 
to match its purpose. 
That’s why ELIET firmly decided to choose an all-welded 
frame that is manufactured from high quality steel plate 
and that is fully welded. Developed from a low-maintenance  
perspective, so that checks and maintenance do not become 
time-consuming and dreaded activities. 
All ELIET chippers feature everything for easy  
manoeuvrability. The large wheels on ELIET machines  
immediately attract your attention. The pneumatic tyres 
ensure that the vibrations are optimally absorbed, so that  
the machine is more stable.
• Minimum management costs.
• Maximum flexibility and time savings.
• Operating reliability guaranteed.
• Maximum yield.
• Infeed opening
• Well-organised dashboard showing useful features.
• Easy feeding. 

TRILO Blowers & Vacuum Sweepers

Designed for professional maintenance.

With an impressive range covering many applications, TRILO’s trailed and mounted  
blowers and vacuum sweepers are an ideal addition to our product offering.

TRILO provides solutions for daily, time-consuming jobs, such as grass-cutting, collecting 
grass, leaves and debris, and removing them from the work site. 

TRILO machines are especially designed for professionals in public area  
maintenance, large green area maintenance, golf course maintenance, airport  
maintenance and more.

Demonstrators available.
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BRIAN JAMES TRAILERS CarGO Compact

Convenient mid-sized trailers for professional and private users.

The CarGO Compact range presents commercial quality in a convenient mid-size package, 
appealing to many professional and private users. Lightweight, robust construction ensuring 
full commercial durability, CarGO Compact is fit for purpose. The models feature wheels  
under-bed for convenient deck access. Attractive to private and business operators alike,  
CarGO Compact is able to deal with a variety of tasks and a wide range of optional equipment 
is available.
Heavy equipment does not damage the trailer as the reinforced deck uses 18mm HD phenol 
ply, framed and supported by substantial steel chassis sections.
The ladder rack is convenient for carrying over-length materials and there are  
easy-securing tie-down points.
The low and light chassis with ‘soft ride’ suspension
delivers a stable, comfortable performance.  
The hot-dip zinc-galvanised chassis  
has a unique 5-year warranty.

Bomford’s range of Arm Mowers provides a vast choice in both specification and budget. 
Starting from the smallest compact tractor to large watercourse management models, 
there is a model for every landscape. Machines are built to the highest standards in 
their UK factory with the utmost care and attention given to ease of control and operator 
comfort.

The Hawk is perfect for farmers, contractors  
and municipal environments. Fitted with a  
powerful 104-litre drive system, and options to  
upgrade to 125-litre, the Hawk offers a machine  
for every application. Available in 5.4m, 6.0m  
or 6.5m reaches.

The Kestrel hedge trimmer and verge mower,  
with a 5.0m reach and a choice of flail heads or  
a 1.5m sheartim cutterbar, is perfect for the  
farmer who needs professional features and  
robust design, offering real value for money.
The Kestrel is very popular with dairy farmers  
who wish to maintain stock boundary hedges  
and water courses, with hassle-free operation  
and economic cost.

The Flailbot is designed for challenging terrains with the powerful industrial Perkins  
diesel engine fitted as standard, providing the ultimate in power-to-weight performance 
in the remote-controlled track bank mower market.
Covering challenging, steeply inclined terrain with a traditional man-on-board power 
mower puts a driver at risk. 

Remotely controlled wirelessly, Flailbot provides  
ultimate mowing capability whilst keeping the  
operator at a safe distance.

Weight options from 310kg up to 640kg
Remote Control Distance: up to 150m / 492’
Working angle: up to 55° 
Skids to protect head.
Adjustable working height.

A complete range of tools and accessories  
allow the Flailbot to be easily configured for a  
wide range of applications.
Dozer blades, front bucket, sweeper,  
loader, snow blower, rakes, stump grinder,  
forestry head, rotary deck, atomiser/sprayer,  
trencher, wood chipper.

BOMFORD Hedgecutters BOMFORD Flailbot

Hawk

Kestrel Flailbot

Parts

Express delivery for minimum downtime.
At Lloyd Ltd we understand that the smooth running of 
your machinery is fundamental to the success of your 
organisation’s operations. 

To ensure that we provide our customers with 
the support they expect and deserve, our parts  
departments stock thousands of essential parts and 
accessories to reduce potential downtime and get 
that equipment back to full performance as quickly as  
possible.

Whatever our customers’ requirements, we are here to 
help.

Contact our Parts Department to find out more about 
our parts support.

Service 

Regular servicing for unrivalled quality.
Whatever equipment or machinery you rely on to 
support your business or home, it is essential to 
protect the investment you have made by keeping  
that machinery regularly serviced.

At all our Lloyd Ltd branches we have experienced 
technicians who have undertaken extensive and  
regular manufacturer training to ensure that they are 
the best people to maintain and repair any groundcare 
equipment. Our workshops are equipped with the  
latest tools and diagnostics to make sure that the most 
up-to-date techniques and software updates can be 
applied.

We also offer out-of-hours emergency servicing and  
repairs as needed.

Flexible solutions

At Lloyd Ltd we appreciate that sometimes you need 
a particular item of machinery for a one-off job or  
medium-term project for which buying that item is  
not cost-effective. 
For just those circumstances we have  
developed an extensive range of equipment for  
hire, from compact tractors to ride-on mowers and  
attachments.

Should you have a particular hire requirement or 
wish us to quote for a hire package, please contact  
our Groundcare Sales Specialists as they will put  
together a tailored quotation for you.

Lloyd Ltd

Flexible solutions to suit your business
From one week to five years

HIRETOBUY
Lloyd Ltd

Flexible solutions to suit your business
From one week to five years

HIRETOBUY



*Finance subject to status. Terms and conditions apply. Some images are for illustrative purposes only. Offers subject to change without notice and at Lloyd Ltd’s discretion.

Lloyd Ltd. NEWCASTLE and BISHOP AUCKLAND

Lloyd Ltd. NEWCASTLE
Ponteland Road, Throckley,  
Newcastle NE15 9EP. 

0191 267 7555 

Contact our Groundcare Sales Specialist.
Andrew Hutchinson 
M: 07971 491 078 
E: andrew.hutchinson@lloydgroup.co.uk
Peter Wilson 
M: 07990 441 531 
E: peter.wilson@lloydgroup.co.uk

Lloyd Ltd. BISHOP AUCKLAND
5 St Helens Way,  
Bishop Auckland DL14 9AD. 

01388 660 300 

Contact our Groundcare Sales Specialists.
Carl Handley 
M: 07387 015 482 
E: carl.handley@lloydgroup.co.uk
Peter Wilson 
M: 07990 441 531 
E: peter.wilson@lloydgroup.co.uk

Lloyd Ltd offer customers lease-hire options on all groundcare equipment for up to five years - inclusive of all  
maintenance and warranty.

Why hire from Lloyd Ltd?
• We are a main dealer for all the products we hire so no-one knows or looks after that equipment better than we do.

• We offer mobile and on-site aftersales support to keep your equipment performing at its best when you need it most.

• You can hire the equipment for whatever duration best suits your needs.

• We have access to a variety of machines for different jobs, giving you the best available choice.

• A collection and delivery service is available (subject to availability and distance).  

If you have a particular hire requirement, please contact your local Lloyd Ltd Groundcare 
Sales Specialist with the following information and we would be pleased to help.

• Type of machinery

• Duration of hire

• Location


